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FARADAY'S HEALTH PROBLEMS
James F. O'Brien, Southwest Missouri State University
In 1926 the German chemist Alfred Stock published a very
interesting article in the Zeitschrift für angewandte Chemie
(1). The title of the article was "The Danger of Quicksilver
Vapor". Quicksilver is, of course, the common name for
metallic mercury, In it Stock described his own experiences
with mercury poisoning and suggested that Michael Faraday
suffered the same affliction, Stock had very good credentials
for making such a diagnosis about Faraday, who died in 1867,
Alfred Stock (1876-1946) is remembered for the Stock
system of naming inorganic compounds, He invented the glass
vacuum line to handle the very reactive silicon and boron
compounds in which he was interested (2), He then proceeded
to work for an extended period of time, over 25 years, with
devices containing mercury: manometers, pumps, valves, etc,
Eventually Stock began to experience a series of health
problems, including headaches, dizzy spells, and memory loss
(3), For several years his problems were diagnosed as nasal in
origin. He underwent treatment for ten years, including
cauterization, electrolysis, and surgery, By 1924 his memory
had gotten so bad that he could not deliver a lecture without an
extensive set of notes, He found himself forgetting telephone
numbers between looking them up in the directory and reaching the phone,
Stock began his 1926 article by describing his own ordeal
with mercury (l):
For almost 25 years I suffered from maladies which were at first weak
and appeared only occasionally, but became gradually worse and
worse, until they became finally almost unbearable, so that I doubted
whether I would be able to continue my scientific work,

When an assistant, Wolfhart Siecke, developed similar
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symptoms, which were diagnosed as due to mercury poisoning, Stock considered the possibility that his health problems
may also have been due to exposure to mercury, He had his
laboratory outfitted with seamless floors so that droplets of
mercury from spills could not collect in cracks. He greatly
increased the ventilation in his lab. Gradually, he began to
recover and was able to report (1):
All symptoms have, if not completely disappeared, at least more or
less subsided since I began two years ago, without other treatment, to
protect myself from inhalation of mercury vapor (emphasis added),

In this way Alfred Stock demonstrated that his many health
problems were due to exposure to mercury vapor, What were
these health problems? In the 1926 article Stock lists over 20
symptoms which he experienced, We shall see that Michael
Faraday had many of the same symptoms as Alfred Stock,
At the conclusion of the article in the Zeitschrift für angewandte Chemie, Stock proposed that Michael Faraday (and
Blaise Pascal as well) also suffered from mercury poisoning,
A number of the same symptoms that afflicted Alfred Stock at
age 48 and Michael Faraday at age 49 were also experienced
by Isaac Newton at age 49. Stock says nothing about Newton,
Yet the possibility that Newton suffered from mercury poisoning has received more attention recently than has the Faraday
hypothesis. One reason for this, perhaps, is the relatively
recent publication of Newton's correspondence (4) and the
subsequent mercury analyses done on his hair (5),
Is there any basis to the suggestion that Michael Faraday
had mercury poisoning? At this point the claim rests on
circumstantial evidence of two types, First, Michael Faraday
did have health problems corresponding to those well documented by Stock as being due to mercury poisoning, Second.
Faraday was exposed to mercury vapor on a long term basis,
Both his exposure and his health symptoms are heavily documented in Faraday's own writings,
In 1840, at age 49. Faraday's health was bad enough that he
had to stop his scientific efforts and take an extended vacation.
Professor L, Pearce Williams has referred to this period as a
"breakdown" (6), Faraday and wife Sarah went to the continent where she reported that he took very long walks, up to 30
or even 45 miles in a day (7). Gradually he regained his health;
though as Professor Williams points out, he never fully recovered (8).
Another Faraday scholar, Geoffrey Cantor, has suggested
that there were three distinct periods of crisis in Faraday's life
when his mental faculties were not capable of coping with the
pressures upon him. These incidents occurred in 1840, 1850,
and 1864 (9). The 1840 episode is reminiscent of the breakdown mentioned by all Newton biographers and recently
attributed to mercury poisoning (5),
Michael Faraday was exposed to mercury constantly for
many years, This is very well documented in his own writings,

Alfred Stock

In his book, Chemical Manipulation, there are several passages that reveal Faraday's exposure to mercury vapor, First,
a description of the mercurial trough then used to collect gases
that are soluble in water (10):
Newman also has a much smaller trough for the use, though in a
confined manner, of jars 1.5 inches in diameter and six inches in
length; it has only 30 square inches of shelf room. It requires 20 lbs.
of mercury to fill it ... A mercurial trough should always stand in a
tray, and likewise have a cover to keep out dust and dirt when not in
use. Its place should be upon the table grooved round the edge, that
waste mercury may be avoided as much as possible. When the metal
is spilled it is best collected by being swept together and then gathered
up by a card.

A second example from Chemical Manipulation is Faraday's suggestion on how to fill a capped jar with liquid mercury (11):
When a capped jar is to be filled with mercury, by the assistance of the
mouth, the jar should be inclined as much as possible to diminish the
height of the column of air within it, as well as the labor attending the
operation; then by applying the mouth to the stopcock and using it to
exhaust in a manner almost the reverse of that described for blow pipe
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practice, the air may be withdrawn and the mercury gradually raised
until it fills the jar,

Faraday was also familiar with the use of mercury as a fluid
for the attainment of high temperatures in baths (12):
To achieve bath temperatures above 212°F one can use liquid mercury
as the fluid. If the experiments be made altogether in tubes, a
temperature of 600°F may easily be communicated by means of it;
but if the bath be an open vessel, a dish or a crucible for instance,
then temperatures higher than 450°F should not be given to it; for
the metal soon rises in vapor ...

A final example from Chemical Manipulation deals with
electrical discharge machines, which were used to inflame
mixtures of gases (13):
It is often advantageous, especially when the machine is required in
haste, to hold a piece of silk with some amalgam upon it against the
plate or cylinder, whilst it is turned, and also to rub up the surface of
the amalgam upon the rubber with the same amalgamated silk.

These quotes show that Faraday used mercury in a great
variety of ways; and that he was by no means afraid of or even
careful about exposure to the fumes, Additional evidence of
exposure to mercury comes from his diary,

Faraday near the end of his life.
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Table 1, Symptoms of mercury poisoning.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intermittent slight headaches
Continuous tormenting headaches
Difficulty in thinking
Receding of the gums
Loosening of the teeth
Trembling
Blurred vision
Dizziness; Giddiness
Frequent sore throats
Inflammation of the eyes

That Michael Faraday dealt with mercury right from the
start of his scientific career is made clear in his laboratory
diary, There we find the first reference to mercury on page 28
of volume 1 of the seven-volume set (14), One of his main uses
for mercury was as an electrical contact. For this purpose he
employed cups of mercury, The first reference to such a cup
is found in his diary for the date 1 November 1832 (15), The
last reference to a cup of mercury is in volume 7 for the date
15 May 1858 (16), Thus we see that he employed these cups
of mercury for at least a period of 25 years, Were they
constantly about, or did he take the time each day to empty the
cups and cap the mercury? Given his willingness, as shown by
the quotes from Chemical Manipulation, to be exposed to mercury, it is conceivable that the electrical contacts he needed so
frequently were merely covered and not capped, Another
factor relative to the cups of mercury. related by several
physicists, is that insertion of electrical leads very likely would
cause sparks and increased evaporation (17). Michael Faraday
very probably was exposed to mercury vapor every day for
over 25 years,
Faraday's writings document not only exposure to mercury, but also the presence of symptoms consistent with
mercury poisoning. Table 1 lists symptoms from which Stock
recovered and which Faraday mentions in his writings,
In his correspondence Faraday refers to headaches a number of times over a period of years, In 1840 he wrote to Charles
Babbage telling him of vacation plans where he hoped ",,, to
get rid of a headache there which as some people say I have
enjoyed for the last four months" (18), Years later, in 1856, we
find him complaining to Liebig that, "when I sit too, to think,
I become headachy and giddy and think to no purpose" (19).
Of course his problems with receding of the gums, loosening of the teeth, and frequent sore throats could very easily have
been mercury related (20), In 1849-50 Faraday had a persistent
sore throat. Removal of five teeth in the summer of 1850
stopped the sore throats.
Faraday's struggle with memory problems are heavily
documented in both his diary and correspondence. In volume
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3 of the diary he discussed retaining some notes (21):

Zeit. angew, Chem., 1926, 39, 461-488,
2. A, Stock, Hydrides of Boron and Silicon, Cornell University

I do not know if they are of further use, but because of my bad memory
would rather keep them together here, lest I may want them.

Press, Ithaca, NY, 1933,
3. E, K, Mellon, "Alfred E, Stock and the Insidious
`Quecksilbervergiftung'", J, Chem, Educ., 1977, 54, 211-213,
4. H. W, Turnbull, ed,, The Correspondence of Isaac Newton,
Cambridge University Press, 1961,
5. P, E, Spargo and C, A, Pounds, "Newton's Derangement of
the Intellect: New Light on an Old Problem", Notes and Records
Royal Soc, London, 1979, 34, 11-32,
6. L, P, Williams, "Michael Faraday and His Biographers",
Bull, Hist. Chem, this issue,
7. L. P, Williams, ed., The Selected Correspondence of Michael
Faraday, 2 Vols, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1971,
Vol, 1, p, 393,
8. L, P, Williams, Michael Faraday, Basic Books, Inc,, New
York, 1965, p, 491.
9. G, Cantor, Michael Faraday: Sandemanian and Scientist,
Macmillan, London, 1991, pp, 274-277,
10, M, Faraday, Chemical Manipulation, 2nd ed,, Corey and Lea,
Philadelphia, PA, 1831, p, 333-334,
11.
Ibid, p. 355.
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14. T, Martin, ed., Faraday's Diary, Vol. 1, 1932, p. 28.
15. Ibid, Vol, 2, p. 31.
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21. Reference 14, Vol. 3, p. 362,
22. Ibid., Vol, 6, p. 199.
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24. Ibid., p. 494.
25. B, E, Park, M.D,, Personal Communication,
26. L, P, Rowland, ed,, Merritt' s Textbook of Neurology, 8th ed.,
Lea and Febiger, Philadelphia, PA, 1989.
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Still later in 1852, he wrote (22):
,,, but I want more and more distinct results, and only reason thus to
preserve under the disadvantage of a sadly failing memory, the ideas
that I may want to reconsider hereafter.

In 1849 Faraday wrote to Carlo Matteucci telling about
redoing experiments because he had forgotten that he had
already done them. In a letter to Christian SchOnbein Faraday
wrote, "When I try to write of Science, it comes back in
confusion" (23), and in his last letter to Schembein we read the
very sad (24):
Again and again I tear up my letters, for I write nonsense. I cannot
spell or write a line continuously ,,, I will not write anymore,

There is ample documentation in Faraday's own writings
of exposure to mercury vapor and of symptoms consistent with
mercury poisoning. The sources cited here are only a few of
many. But is there proof? From a modem medical perspective
four points can be made (25, 26):
* Headaches and memory loss are caused by too many things
to be considered diagnostic for mercury poisoning, They are
consistent with mercury poisoning.
* Detection of kidney problems in the 1800s was extremely
difficult. The only way to detect such problems was by the
appearance of blood in the urine, So the absence of a kidney
diagnosis by no means rules out mercury poisoning. Today's
blood serum test was not available,
* Cardiovascular insufficiency, which has been suggested as
the cause of Michael Faraday's health problems, would have
led to isolated strokes and Faraday would have been incapacitated for a period of time (and not gone off on 30 mile walks),
* Heavy metal poisoning would have resulted in tremors,
At this point the case for a mercury poisoning diagnosis is
inconclusive. If Michael Faraday was coping with mercury
problems, his already admirable achievements become even
more remarkable. Perhaps some workers, motivated by Frank
James efforts in compiling the complete correspondence, will
seek to examine Faraday's hair so that, as with Newton, some
direct chemical evidence can be had (27),
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